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Educatia 1.0 - The First Step towards a New Digital Education Platform
Published on 08/03/16
Bluewave Solutions today introduces Educatia 1.0, the company's new education app for iPad
devices. With Educatia, students will be more engaged to work on the same platform which
they use for fun every day. Educatia offers a new way for teachers to communicate with
their students away from the classroom. The app gives students a way to work directly from
their iPad; their internet portal to the information of the world, their word processing
tool where they write their assignments and more.
Dubai, United Arab Emirates - Bluewave Solutions today is proud to announce the release of
Educatia 1.0, the company's new education app developed exclusively for iPad devices.
Educatia 1.0 aims to be the new digital platform for Education, cutting all obstacles for
learning.
Current Education Delivery systems are the books, which present an outdated system from
the 19th Century. In the 18th and 19th century, the education delivery method was as much
fun as the most entertaining delivery method available at that time, which was "to read a
book," and based on this a whole system of information delivery has been built around it;
starting from teachers who had to sit with students in the same physical location to teach
them word by word the content of the book. The changes afterwards came to the physical
location itself by making it more sophisticated and inline with the industrial revolution.
Each class of the students were labeled by their year of graduation.
The education systems were booming everywhere till the invention of the radio, where the
entertainment delivery business got the edge, although radio broadcast was not continuous,
and not everybody could afford a radio at that time in the beginning of the 1900s. Then
the cinema and TV happened, which is quiet a revolution for the entertainment business
which moved the entertainment business into a new level where you can see and listen to
the entertainment remotely from where it is happening. This changed the focus of the
masses away from the education arena specially that the education delivery method was
still using the same method of books.
The accessibility to a cinema or TV became on daily basis easier than the day before TV
are getting cheaper, cinema tickets are even cheaper, so more people and more kids are
attracted more to entertainment shows away from the education in the traditional books,
which causes problems in the education sector.
With the advent of the Internet, this was the "check mate" for traditional books. Students
who are keen to learn are no longer looking for information on their books because of the
limitations of their information. Students who are not keen to learn are having so much
fun with the internet.
The whole system which is based on the physical geolocation of the students and the
teacher is the same place and to deliver the information through traditional books is
completely outdated & should be replaced immediately. Educatia offers a solution for the
whole education system as it stripes Down to the basics of the educational process:
* Information Material as Books
* Medium to exchange the Information Material
With Educatia , Teachers will be able to:
* Create their Own Subjects Course
* Send their Subjects Codes to the designated Students
* Follow up with their Students through their own news Channel
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* Allow Unlimited number of Students to Follow their Courses
* Send Assignments to their Students
* Collect Assignments from his Students to make proper assessment
With Educatia, students will be more engaged to work on the same platform which they use
for fun every day. Educatia offers a new way for teachers to communicate with their
students away from the classroom. The app gives students a way to work directly from their
iPad; their internet portal to the information of the world, their word processing tool
where they write their assignments and send back to their teacher, their camera where they
capture their artwork if the assignment is about artwork and so much more.
The Possibilities are endless in the new digital Educational era , where students can
learn and have fun in the same time by facilitating the access of the information and the
assessment of the information delivered. Educatia 1.0 offers a new step towards a new
revolutionary educational system model where it competes head to head with the
entertainment business by using the same delivery medium and same delivery procedure.
Device Requirements:
* Compatible with iPad
* Requires iOS 9.3 or later
* 9.6 MB
Pricing and Availability:
Educatia 1.0 is Free and available worldwide exclusively through the App Store in the
Education category.
Educatia 1.0:
http://bluewavesolutions.net/Home1/educatia/
Download from iTunes:
https://itunes.apple.com/app/educatia/id1045482368
Screenshot:
http://a1.mzstatic.com/us/r30/Purple30/v4/34/57/e7/3457e720-c87a-bb6fdd57-e29bef767d68/screen480x480.jpeg
App Icon:
http://a2.mzstatic.com/us/r30/Purple5/v4/3f/10/9e/3f109e60-010b-4598-bbe3-b56afb6c87f5/icon
175x175.jpeg

At Bluewave Solutions we have a target to deliver the best quality application to cover
all tastes, all domains. We cover the application development cycle from end to end , from
the concept phase till marketing phase. Copyright (C) 2014 Bluewave Solutions FZ. LLC.
Apple, the Apple logo, iPhone, iPod and iPad are registered trademarks of Apple Inc. in
the U.S. and/or other countries.
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